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ABSTRACT
The present paper continues a series of articles devoted to ludic competence and the description of its components with the help of psycholinguistic tools and methods. The present article explores another component of ludic competence, i.e. impishness, and the corresponding cultural concept «impishness».

An attempt has been made to single out gender- and role-specific differences in the perception of the verbalized concept «impishness» in the linguistic world-image of the Russian-speaking population of Eastern Ukraine. Psycholinguistic experiment was the main method of research. The sample comprised 400 older adults (aged 30–60), male and female respondents being equally represented.

Having analyzed the data from the free association experiment with the stimulus «impishness», it was revealed that everyday consciousness of common representatives of the Ukrainian linguistic culture reflects all the conceptual meanings that are related to impishness in the intercultural domain.

The core of the verbalized concept impishness is represented by four semantic clusters (more than 10%): «horseplay», «play», «children», «flirting».

The semantic scope of the concept depends on the gender of the respondents. Thus, for female respondents, the main constituent elements of the concept impishness are children (subject of pranks), as well as foolery and frolicking as manifestations of playful behavior that finds expression in frolic pranks, practical jokes, funny tricks, etc. Male respondents, on the other hand, tend to associate impishness primarily with woman, as well as with immorality, flippant behavior, and various forms of daring, provocative, and imprudent behavior.

Therefore, the ambivalent character of the concept «impishness» reveals itself in certain gender- and role-specific differences in its perception. It reveals itself most vividly in behavioral associates and associates that describe various forms of pranks.

On the whole, the stimulus «impishness» is generally evaluated as something both positive and negative by all the respondents. 11.25% of the respondents display negative attitude to the stimulus «impishness».
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Introduction

The present paper continues a series of articles devoted to ludic competence (Gordienko-Mytrofanova, 2015; Gordienko-Mytrofanova & Kobzieva, 2017; Gordienko-Mytrofanova et al., 2018) and the description of its components with the help of psycholinguistic tools and methods (Gordienko-Mytrofanova & Kobzieva, 2017, 2018; Gordienko-Mytrofanova et al., 2018).
Relying on the previous theoretical and empirical research into playfulness as a personality trait (Barnett, 2007; Guitard et al., 2005; Proyer, 2012; Yarnal & Qian, 2011; Yue et al., 2016), as well as on the analysis of the outlined components-scales of playfulness (Glynn & Webster, 1992; Tsuji et al., 1996; Schaefer & Greenberg, 1997; Barnett, 2007; Yarnal & Qian, 2011; Proyer, 2012; Shen et al., 2014; Proyer, 2017), high-frequency reactions of the biggest sample of 4.795 respondents, and the established psycholinguistic meanings, we managed to single out the following components of playfulness: «sensitivity», «imagination», «sense of humor», «ease», «flirting», «mischievousness», «fugue» (Gordienko-Mytrofanova & Kobzieva, 2017, 2018; Gordienko-Mytrofanova et al., 2018).

The components of playfulness as an integral personality trait are also the components of ludic competence. These are defined as «motivated abilities» (Raven, 2001), that help individuals to achieve personally meaningful goals. In this case, the goal is to develop individual identity to the extent which ensures successful socialization, i.e. successful psychological functioning (Gordienko-Mytrofanova & Kobzieva, 2017).


Ludic positions are manifestations of ludic competence in various standard and nonstandard situations, i.e. the behavioral aspect. Thus, mastering ludic positions involves mastering particular behavioral patterns.

**Impishness**, which is another component of ludic competence, is the subject of the present article.

Scholars who do their research in playfulness also tend to associate playfulness and impishness, which was reflected, among other things, in the questionnaire Older Adult Playfulness Scale developed by Careen Yarnal and Xinyi Qian (Yarnal & Qian, 2011). The conducted factor analysis enabled us to single out the following factors: upbeat, impish, spontaneous, humorous. The factor «impish» includes the following qualities: mischievous, naughty, whimsical, clowning, teasing.
Following A. Fomintseva, in our ludic competence coaching we define impishness as the ability of a person to deliberately create «self-challenging» situations while interacting with the subject/object of a prank with the aim 1) to experience intense positive emotions, to have an emotional outlet and give vent to aggression; 2) to watch the reaction displayed by the subject of the prank; 3) to explore the forbidden subjects; 4) to express creativity (Fomintseva, 2001).

On the basis of the ontogenetic approach, A. Fomintseva considered the evolution of impish behavior and self-challenging in childhood, youth, and early adulthood. The conducted empirical research enabled the scholar to outline the major components of impish behavior and describe the peculiarities of childish behavior, such as impishness and self-challenging, in the period of early adulthood (Fomintseva, 2001).

One of the objectives of our research is to describe the behavioral patterns of ludic positions that match the corresponding components of ludic competence taking into consideration the meanings that reflect the reality of the linguistic consciousness of native speakers. To this end, we conducted a free association experiment (FAE) with stimulus words that correspond to the names of the components of ludic competence.

We are not aware of any other research works, in particular FAE with a stimulus word «impishness», accomplished on the basis of Ukrainian and English languages. However, we do know about the research performed by Russian scholars Yu.N. Karaulov, G.A. Cherkasova, N.V. Ufimtseva, Yu.A. Sorokin, Ye.F. Tarasov (Karaulov et al., 2002a, 2002b) who present the results of FAE with «imp» as a stimulus word.

Therefore, the timeliness of this research is confirmed in the first place by the fact that the concept impishness is explored as a component of playfulness. Secondly, the everyday consciousness plays an increasingly important role in generating and transforming the meanings of cultural concepts. Besides, it is the first time that the psycholinguistic experiment has been used to study the concept «impishness». The present research makes part of a series of scientific papers devoted to the analysis and description of concepts of culture and national linguistic world-images.

The present research into the verbalized concept «impishness» is a collective research effort (2015–2018) undertaken by I.V. Gordienko-Mytrofanova, S. Sauta, Yu. Kobzieva, A. Goncharenko-Kulish on the
basis of the department of practical psychology of H.S. Skovoroda Kharkiv National Pedagogical University.

**Aim and objectives of the research.** As the subject of our research is a verbalized concept, it is only logical to outline its scope on the basis of linguistic components that are semantically and associatively related to this concept. The scope of these linguistic units can be defined with the help of the psycholinguistic experiment. The aim of the present paper is to use the method of applied psycholinguistic experiment in order to single out gender- and role-specific differences in the perception of the verbalized concept «impishness» in the linguistic world-image of the Russian-speaking population of Ukraine.

The results of the research will be applied later to describe the behavioral pattern of the ludic position «Imp», taking into consideration the meanings that reflect the reality of the linguistic consciousness of native speakers, as it was mentioned above.

In accordance with the aim of the research, the following objectives were outlined: to define the general and specific features of the verbal behavior of adult respondents in the framework of studying the verbalized concept «impishness»; to suggest general strategies and methods of distributing the obtained associates to the stimulus «impishness» among semantic groups.

**Research methods**

The main method of the conducted research was the psycholinguistic experiment, whose main stage was FAE with the stimulus word «impishness». As additional methods, surveys (in order to refine the FAE results) and questioning (in order to specify the characteristics of the sample) have been applied. As a mathematical-statistical method of analysing the results of the research, frequency and cluster analyses were used, which allowed us to identify tendencies in the distribution of associations produced by the experimental group.

FAE with the stimulus word «impishness» was conducted in the written form. According to the instruction, the respondents were supposed to state their gender, age, education/specialization, marital status, and write down first five words that occurred to them and that were somehow associated with the word «impishness».
The total number of the respondents who took part in the experiments was 400 older adults (aged 30–60), males and females being equally represented. As far as the education criterion is concerned, 5.75% of them had not fully completed their university education, 51.0% of the respondents had a university degree; 32.25% – vocational training, 11% – secondary education. As far as the marital status is concerned, 76.75% of the respondents are officially married, 1.75% of the respondents cohabit with a partner without being officially married, 21.5% are single, and 2.75% are widows.

**Research results**

1. **Building associative fields for five reactions and for the first reaction.**

   The results of the frequency analysis of FAE with the stimulus word «impishness» enabled us to build the associative field for the first reaction.

   The processed results of the free association experiment with the stimulus word «impishness» yielded 400 associations. 152 reactions out of these were unique reactions, including 14 word combinations, 69 reactions with the frequency higher than 1, 83 singular reactions, and 0 refusals.

2. **Partial semic interpretation of the results of the frequency analysis of FAE with the stimulus word «impishness» according to the first reaction.**

   Afterwards, we conducted partial semic interpretation of the results of the frequency analysis within the framework of free association experiment with the stimulus word «impishness» according to the first reaction. Partial semic interpretation of associative reactions means uniting cognate associates that are nominations of the same semantic component expressed by words belonging to different parts of speech, including singular and plural forms. For example: to play tricks 7 [to play tricks 3, tricks 3 [tricks 2, children playing tricks 1], trickster 1]; fantasy 7 [fantasy 5, fantasies 2]. Partial semic interpretation allows us to obtain more objective data about 1) high frequency associates, 2) the number of different semes that are really present in the materials of the experiment. The analysis of the data received in the course of partial
semic interpretation resulted in the change of the sequence of some high frequency associates in comparison with the reactions. However, the scope and nature of associations remained the same.

3. General and specific features of the verbal behavior of older adults.

Partial semic interpretation helped us to reveal the general and specific features of the verbal behavior of respondents belonging to the age group of older adults (see Fig. 1).

![Fig. 1. The results of the comparative analysis of responses the stimulus «playfulness» given by male and female respondents](image)

The general features of the verbal behavior of older adults are reflected in the following lexemes: «game» (26 (6.5%)), «playfulness» (24 (6.0%)), «flirting» (13 (3.25%)), «sex» (12 (3.0%), «coquetry» (11 (2.75%)), «horseplay» (10 (2.50%)), «light-headedness» (8 (2.0%)), «to play tricks», «fantasy» (7 (1.75%)), «fun», «frolicking», «practical joke», «joke» (6 (1.5%)), «allure», «smile», «lecherousness», «youth», «caprice» (5 (1.25%)), «dalliances», «flippancy», «stupidity’, «mood», «interest» (4 (1.0%)).

The analysis of reactions that reflect the general features of the verbal behavior of both men and women allows us to make a conclusion about the nature of the concept impishness which appears
to be ambivalent and semantically fuzzy. In the everyday consciousness of the Russian-speaking population of Eastern Ukraine *impishness* is associated with different forms of playing tricks – funny pranks, frolic tricks, unexpected whims, spiteful remarks, etc., a peculiar form of playful behavior between people of different gender, all these forms being connected with expressing and satisfying one’s sexual desire (*flirting, coquetry, sex, allure*); lack of seriousness in behavior (*light-headedness, flippancy, stupidity*).

In order to identify the specific features of the verbal behavior of respondents by their gender, «male» and «female» associative fields for the stimulus word «impishness» were built. The reason for considering certain specific features to be characteristic of female or male respondents was the absence of the corresponding lexemes in the «female»/»male» associative fields or the significant difference in the frequency of these lexemes.

For example, female specific features are represented in such lexemes as *children* (7%/1.5%), *foolery, kitten, prank* (4%/1.0%), *gusto, activity, man, job* (3%/0.75%), *boyhood, husband, circus* (2%/0.5%); the figures before and after the slash referring to the frequency of these reactions for female and male respondents respectively.

Male specific features are represented in such lexemes as: *woman* (22%/5.5%), *eyes* (5%/1.25%), *young girl, intrigue* (4%/1.0%), *fervor, barminess, whore* (3%/0.75%), *absurdness, wife, life, sophistication, summer, dare-devilry* (2%/0.5%); the figures before and after the slash referring to the frequency of these reactions for male and female respondents respectively.

As we can see here, the reaction *children* (subject of impishness) is the main component of the concept «impishness» for female respondents, together with *foolery* and *frolicking* as an expression of playful behavior which appears in the form of frolic pranks, practical jokes, funny tricks, etc. A small percentage of women associate *impishness* with *gusto*, which is characteristic of young age (boyhood). On the other hand, in the everyday consciousness of men *impishness* is primarily associated with *woman*, as well as with the lack of morality and loose behavior (*lecherousness, whore*) and all kinds of daring and reckless behavior (*absurdness, fervor, dare-devilry, barminess*).

These results are of extreme value for us. As we introduce «imp» as a ludic position within the framework of ludic competence
coaching, it is important to know that men and women have different understanding of this concept.

4. The analysis of peripheral and singular reactions. On the next stage of our research peripheral and singular reactions were analyzed. Singular reactions that only occurred in the male associative field that reflected individual meanings of the respondents are the following: court, romanticism, role, friskiness, relaxedness, con game, walk, fingers, monkeys, mischievousness, tenderness, innocence, music, love games, leaves, laziness, courtesan, art, cheating, mysteriousness, animal, kindness, tale-teller, wine, marriage, country women, pose.

As for singular reactions that occurred solely in the female associative field, these are: nonchalance, care, ruse, football, fountain, dance, sport, sun, little elephant, speed, family, lipstick, song, nasty trick, relationships, originally, unexpectedness, people, caressing, beauty, compliments, barb, goatlings, zest, days, loose morals, anxiety, light-heartedness, imprudence, impunity, artist.

The analysis of reactions from the extreme periphery and the analysis of singular reactions enabled us to claim that the latter significantly expand the peripheral semantic groups of impishness represented by associates that describe the outer world, associates, and they also allowed us to outline a new meaning of impishness – i.e. «a high degree of expressing one’s emotionally positive attitude and affection to somebody» (kindness, care, caressing, love, tenderness).

5. Negative reactions. The associative field of the stimulus «impishness» also revealed some reactions with negative connotation (11%), such as: light-headedness 8, lecherousness 5, flippancy, stupidity 4, deceit, barminess, whore 3, absurdity, spite, dare-devilry 2, country women, imprudence, cheating, barb, courtesan, mischievousness, nasty trick, con game, ruse 1. Having counted the negative reactions, a conclusion can be made that the respondents generally display an emotionally-positive attitude to the stimulus «impishness» and tend to evaluate it as something positive.

Discussion

The analysis of the obtained associates allows us to claim that the semantic scope of the concept does not depend on the gender of the respondents.
The association field that was described contains a wide range of diverse reaction that testify to the ambivalent nature of the concept *impishness*. This fact was also confirmed in the research works conducted by Russian scholars Yu.N. Karaulov, G.A. Cherkasova, N.V. Ufimtseva, Yu.A. Sorokin, Ye.F. Tarasov (Karaulov et al., 2002a, 2002b) who study this concept with the help of FEA, as well as in the works of A. Fomintseva who uses a variety of methods to study impishness, including in-depth interview with prop questions, pictogram method, questionnaire for measuring the motivation of achievement, «locus of control» questionnaire (Fomintseva, 2001).

Listed below are the results of the associative field for the stimulus word «imp» taken from the «Russian Dictionary of Associations» (Karaulov et al., 2002a). The number in the brackets after the word refers to the number of respondents.

**Imp** (105 respondents): child 7, little one, boy, urchin 6; small 5; naughty child, joyful trickster 4; hooligan 3; chatter-box, bolder, foolish, clown, to punish 2; plays about, nonchalance, troublemaker, brother, Vaska, a jolly fellow, adult; grumbler, fat man, wizard; dirty, children, got himself into trouble, lame-brained, bully, entertainer, and naughty child, Karlsson, cat, kitten, little hooligan, nymphet, my friend, insolent person, impossible, a restless person, no, he, lad, gags, prankish monkey, slouch, ran wild, slingshot, freedom, sentimentality, seriously, pleasant, son of a bitch, you are mine, corner, got his finger frozen, boor, playing planks, impish Karlsson 1.

Let us also give some examples of the associative field from the reverse dictionary (from reactions to the stimulus which is written in italics): PLAYING PRANKS ← Cupid, butthead, imp 1; 3+3; TO PLAY PRANKS ← to cram, to play 1;2+2; IMPISH (female form) ← wench; IMPISH (plural form) ← children 3; IMPISH (male form) ← kiddy 3, a little demon of a child 1; 2+4; A MONKEY OF A CHILD ← naughty child, trickster 1;2+2; PRANKS ← bourgeois, we speak 1; 2+2; PRANK ← loafer 3; fault 2; light-heartedness, attention, bull, dirty trick, stupidity, children, nasty trick, sympathy, flirting 1; 11+14; IMP ← trickster 13; naughty child 7; kiddy 6; playboy, loafer 4; child 2; harmless, big, loser, dullard, fault, rascal, son, sharp lad, all-fired 1; 15+45; LITTLE IMP ← trickster 4; loafer 3; all-fired 2; cute 1; 4+10; LITTLE IMPS ← urchins; IMP (Dative case) ← children; IMPS ← guys (Karaulov et al., 2002b: 955). Similarly to the direct dictionary,
the figure after the stimulus refers to the number of appearances this word form made in the entry of the corresponding stimulus. Two final figures with a separation character at the end of the entry in the reverse dictionary stand for the total number of appearances of the word form in the dictionary and the number of stimuli (or the entries in the direct dictionary) where this word form was registered.

Having analyzed the direct and reverse dictionaries of associations, it can be claimed that the majority of common representatives of the Russian linguistic culture tend to associate impishness, which is expressed in the Russian language by means of words such as *imp*, *impish*, *prank*, with children and particularly with male children (*boy*). Reactions from the extreme periphery and singular reactions show that an adult person (*adult, big*) can also be an imp who is capable of adult pranks (*flirting*). The interpretation of the associative fields also shows the ambivalent character of the stimulus word *imp*, which reveals itself in the respondents’ contradictory attitude to someone who plays pranks and behaves in an impish way. An *imp* can be *joyful trickster* and *naughty child*, as well as *hooligan*, *insolent person*, *son of a bitch*, *slouch*, *boor*, *loafer*, etc. A prank can take a form of *fault*, *gag*. It can also be a manifestation of *flirting*, but it can also be *a dirty trick*, *stupidity*, *a nasty trick*, *cheating*, and etc.

The results of the Russian dictionary of direct and reverse associations were also confirmed by our own research.

Behavioral associates and associates that describe various forms of pranks create the semantic core of the concept «impishness» and testify to the contradictory attitude to *impishness*. The most numerous cluster «behavior» is also very contradictory in terms of its content including the following semantic subgroups: *horseplay*, *flirting*, *light-headedness*, *barminess*, *sex*, *activity*, *love*, *lecherousness*, *ruse*. The second largest cluster is «forms of pranks». The scope of pranks in the linguistic consciousness of common Russian-speaking representatives of the Ukrainian linguistic culture is rather diverse ranging from *tricks*, *fun*, *practical jokes*, *jokes*, to *deceit*, *cheating*, *barbs*, *nasty tricks*, *con games*, etc.

The contradictory attitude to impishness is also reflected in the polarity of the way it is evaluated, i.e. it triggers not only «positive», but also «negative» reactions. The Russian-speaking respondents from Ukraine and the representatives of Russian linguistic culture tend to
evaluate this concept in three different ways: positive, negative, and neutral. Their percentage demonstrates the predominance of positive and neutral reactions.

It should be also noted that all the constituent parts of a prank that were singled out in the empirical research of A. Fomintseva are also present in the linguistic consciousness of people from Eastern Ukraine, i.e. the manifestation of one’s own capacity, positive emotional outlet, interaction with objects of pranks and studying their reactions; working with taboos and prohibitions; artistic expression; outlet for aggression (Fomintseva, 2001).

The linguistic consciousness of the Russian-speaking population of Eastern Ukraine also revealed the presence of all the components of impishness listed in the questionnaire of playfulness developed by C. Yarnal and X. Qian: mischievous, naughty, clowning, teasing (Yarnal & Qian, 2011). The results of our research also indirectly confirmed the assumption made by the authors of the questionnaire that impishness can also refer to some «attractive» behavior, whereas being funny and humorous refer to the cognitive ability to make others laugh and entertain them.

**Conclusions**

The main aim of the present psycholinguistic research was to define and describe the ambivalent nature of the verbalized concept «impishness» in the linguistic world-image of the Russian-speaking population of Ukraine. The results of the research are expected to facilitate further attempts to describe the behavioral pattern of the ludic position «imp» reflecting the reality of the linguistic consciousness of common representatives of the Ukrainian linguistic culture.

As a verbalized concept is part of linguistic consciousness, free association experiment was chosen to be the main method of research.

Having analyzed the data from FAE and the results of cluster analysis, it was revealed that everyday consciousness of the common representatives of the Ukrainian linguistic culture reflects all the conceptual meanings that are related to impishness in the intercultural domain.

The analysis of the obtained associates allows us to claim that the semantic scope of the concept does not depend on the gender of
the respondents. Thus, for female respondents, the main constituent elements of the concept *impishness* are *children* (subject of pranks), as well as *foolery* and *frolicking* as manifestations of playful behavior that finds expression in frolic pranks, practical jokes, funny tricks, etc. Male respondents, on the other hand, tend to associate *impishness* primarily with *woman*, as well as with immorality, flippant behavior, and various forms of daring, provocative, and imprudent behavior.

Therefore, the ambivalent character of the concept «impishness» also reveals itself in certain gender-related differences in its perception.

The respondents’ contradictory attitude to *impishness* is also reflected in the polarity of ways it is evaluated as it triggers not only «positive», but also «negative» reactions. On the whole, the stimulus «impishness» is generally evaluated as something positive by the respondents.

As far as the prospect of further research is concerned, it appears worthwhile to describe the behavioral pattern of the ludic position «Imp» considering both core and peripheral psycholinguistic meanings of impishness, as well as gender-and role-specific differences among the respondents.
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АННОТАЦИЯ
Настоящая статья продолжает серию статей, посвященных игровой компетентности и описанию ее компонентов с помощью психолингвистического инструментария. В данной работе рассматривается новый компонент игровой компетентности — шаловливость и соответственно новый культурный концепт «шаловливость».

Предпринята попытка выявления поло-ролевых различий вербализированного концепта «шаловливость» в языковой картине мира русскоязычного населения восточной Украины. Основным методом исследования выступил психолингвистический эксперимент. Выборку составили 400 человек зрелого возраста (30–60) в равном соотношении мужчин и женщин.
Интерпретация полученных данных свободного ассоциативного эксперимента со стимулом «шаловливость» показала, что объединенное сознание рядовых носителей украинской лингвокультуры отражает все концептуальные смыслы, связанные с шаловливостью в межкультурном пространстве.

Семантическое ядро вербализованного концепта шаловливость репрезентируется четырьмя кластерами (более 10%): «баловство», «игра», «дети», «флирт».

Семантическое наполнение концепта зависит от половой идентификации респондентов. Так, главные составляющие смысла концепта шаловливость у женщин – это дети (субъект шалости), а также дурачество и озорство, как проявление игривого поведения, выраженное в озорных выходках, шутливых проделках и т. п. У мужчин шаловливость ассоциируется, прежде всего, с женщины, а также с безэтичностью и вольностями в поведении и самыми разными формами проявления запальчивого, вызывающего и безрассудного поведения.

Таким образом, амбивалентный характер концепта «шаловливость» определяется, прежде всего, полу-ролевыми различиями в восприятии исследуемого концепта.

Наиболее ярко амбивалентный характер концепта «шаловливость» проявился в поведенческих ассоциатах и ассоциатах, описывающих различные формы шалостей.

Для респондентов обоих полов характерны как положительные, так и негативные оценки стимула. У 11,25% респондентов «шаловливость» вызывает неодобрение. В целом, отношение информантов к стимулу «шаловливость» положительное.

Ключевые слова: игровая компетентность, игривость, игровая позиция, шаловливость, психолингвистический эксперимент, свободный ассоциативный эксперимент.

Гордієнко-Митрофанова Ія, Кобзєва Юлія. Статево-рольові відмінності в сприйнятті концепту «пустотливість» (за результатами психолінгвістичного експерименту)

АНОТАЦІЯ
Ця стаття продовжує серію статей, присвяченій ігровій компетентності й опису її компонентів за допомогою психолінгвістичного інструментарію. У даній роботі розглядається новий компонент ігрової компетентності — пустотливість і відповідно новий культурний концепт «пустотливість».

Здійснено спробу виявлення статево-рольових відмінностей вербалізованого концепту «пустотливість» у мовній картині світу російськомовного населення східної України. Основним методом дослідження був психолінгвістичний експеримент. Вибірку склали 400 осіб зрілого віку (30–60) у рівному співвідношенні чоловіків і жінок.
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Інтерпретація отриманих даних вільного асоціативного експерименту зі стимулем «пустотливість» засвідчила, що буденна свідомість пересічних носіїв української лінгвокультури відображає всі концептуальні смисли, пов’язані з пустотливістю в міжкультурному просторі.

Семантичне ядро вербалізованого концепту пустотливість репрезентується чотирма кластерами (більше 10%): «баловство», «гра», «діти», «флірт».

Семантичне наповнення концепту залежить від статевої ідентифікації респондентів. Так, головні складові змісту концепту пустотливість у жінок – це діти (суб’єкт пустощів), а також дуроці і бешкетництво, як прояви грайливої поведінки, виражений в бешкетних витівках, жартівливих витівках і т. п. У чоловіків пустотливість асоціюється, перш за все, з жінкою, а також з аморальністю та вольностями в поведінці та різноманітними формами прояву запальної, зухвалої та безрозсудної поведінки.

Таким чином, амбівалентний характер концепту «пустотливість» визначається, перш за все, статево-рольовими відмінностями в сприйнятті досліджуваного концепту. Найбільш яскраво амбівалентний характер концепту «пустотливість» проявляє себе в поведінкових асоціатах і асоціатах, що описують різні форми пустощів.

Для респондентів обох статей характерні як позитивні, так і негативні оцінки стимулу. У 11,25% респондентів «пустотливість» викликає несхвалення. Загалом, відношення інформантів до стимулу «пустотливість» позитивне.

Ключові слова: ігрова компетентність, грайливість, ігрова позиція, пустотливість, психолінгвістичний експеримент, вільний асоціативний експеримент.